We show that the existence of algebraic forms of exactly-solvable A−B − C −D and G 2 , F 4 Olshanetsky-Perelomov Hamiltonians allow to develop the algebraic perturbation theory, where corrections are computed by pure algebraic means. A classification of perturbations leading to such a perturbation theory based on representation theory of Lie algebras is given. In particular, this scheme admits an explicit study of anharmonic many-body problems. Some examples are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum integrable and exactly-solvable many-body problems originated from projection method [1] (see also [2] ) and/or the Hamiltonian reduction method [3] serve as a source of inspiration for many years. The goal of this talk is to explore one more feature of these problems -they can be used as zero-approximation or non-perturbed problem in order to develop constructive perturbation theory.
We begin from some preliminary knowledge which is necessary to enter to the subject. Take an infinite set of linear functional spaces V n , n = 0, 1 . . . . If they can be ordered
then such a construction is called infinite flag (filtration) V. A flag is classical, if dim V n+1 = dimV n + 1, otherwise it is non-classical. If an operator T such that T : V n → V n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then it implies T preserves the flag V.
General Definition [4] An operator T which preserves an infinite flag of finite-dimensional spaces {V k } k∈N (namely, each space V k is invariant to the action of T ) is called exactly-solvable operator with flag {V k } k∈N .
Equivalence
Any two functional spaces V n are equivalent if they can be transformed one into another by multiplication on a function and/or by a change of variables.
Restriction: we study linear spaces (and flags) of polynomials only (and equivalent to polynomials).
Let us consider a linear space of polynomials in which is called characteristic vector. Now one can build a flag
which is called P (f ) . Vector
Let us consider the gl d+1 -algebra realized by
where n ∈ C. If n is non-negative integer, this algebra has finite-dimensional representation and its linear space (finite-dimensional representation space) coincides to P
n . Therefore, these finite-dimensional representation spaces as function of n being properly ordered form flag P (f 0 ) . It is obvious that the generators J −,0 i , J 0 ij , which span maximal affine subalgebra b ⊂ gl d+1 , and their non-linear combinations preserve the flag P (f 0 ) .
Definition:
The operator h is called algebraic, if it preserves a flag of polynomials.
It is rather obvious that algebraic operator is characterized by polynomial coefficients, Pol n · ∂ n . It can be proven
THEOREM
Linear differential operator h preserves the flag
, where P is a polynomial in generators of the maximal affine subalgebra b of the algebra gl d+1 taken in realization (0.5).
In particular, if the second order differential operator h preserves the flag P (f 0 ) , it should have a form
2 (x) and P (i) 1 (x) are the second and first degree polynomials in coordinates x's. It is well-known hypergeometrical operator.
ALGEBRAIC FORMS OF OLSHANETSKY-PERELOMOV HAMILTONIANS
In this Section we present the algebraic form of the A n , BC n , G 2 , F 4 OlshanetskyPerelomov Hamiltonians [1, 5] . All of them will be obtained by the same procedure: (i) gauge rotation of the Hamiltonian with ground state eigenfunction and (ii) a change of variables to new variables which code symmetries of the problem. E 0 is the ground state energy.
• Calogero Model (A N −1 Rational model) [6] Hamiltonian:
Ground state:
New variables:
where
are elementary symmetric polynomials. Finally, the gauge rotated Calogero Hamiltonian (after separation cms)
with
• Sutherland model (A N −1 Trigonometric model) [6] Hamiltonian
Ground state
New variables
where y's are given (1.2).
Finally, the gauge rotated Sutherland Hamiltonian (after separation cms)
• BC N -Rational model [7] Hamiltonian
Finally, the gauge rotated BC N rational Hamiltonian
• BC N -Trigonometric model [7] Hamiltonian:
Finally, the gauge rotated BC N trigonometric Hamiltonian
• G 2 -Rational model [8] Hamiltonian:
and
14)
Finally, the gauge rotated G 2 rational Hamiltonian (after separation cms)
Finally, the gauge rotated G 2 trigonometric Hamiltonian (after separation cms)
(1.18)
• F 4 -Rational model [9] Hamiltonian
and σ a = σ a (x 2 ).
Finally, gauge rotated F 4 rational Hamiltonian 
• F 4 -Trigonometric model [9] Hamiltonian
where g = ν(ν − 1)/2, g 1 = µ(µ − 1), and
Here
Finally, the gauge-rotated F 4 trigonometric Hamiltonian
where the coefficient functions are
Remarks and Comments
• A N − and BC N − rational and trigonometric models possess algebraic forms; their Hamiltonians (1.3), (1.6), (1.9), (1.12) preserve the same basic flag of polynomials P (f 0 ) .
• All A N − and BC N − rational and trigonometric Hamiltonians taken in algebraic form can be written as
where P 2 is a polynomial of second degree in the generators J of the maximal affine subalgebra of the algebra gl N +1 in realization (0.5). One can state that gl N +1 is their hidden algebra.
• Both rational and trigonometric G 2 models possess algebraic forms; their Hamiltonians preserve the same flag of polynomials P (f G 2 ) with f G 2 = (1, 2); their hidden algebras coincide and it is some infinite-dimensional, finitelygenerated algebra g (2) ⊂ diff(C 2 ) (see [8] ).
• Both rational and trigonometric F 4 models possess algebraic forms; their Hamiltonians preserve the same flag of polynomials P (f F 4 ) with f F 4 = (1, 2, 2, 3); their hidden algebras coincide and it is some infinite-dimensional, finitelygenerated algebra f (4) ⊂ diff(C 4 ) (see [9] ).
• New variables (1.2), (1.5), (1.8), (1.11), (1.14), (1.17), (1.20), (1.24), in which the algebraic forms occur, usually absorb all external symmetries of model under investigation; they have a meaning of rational and trigonometric invariants in the corresponding root space; to the best of our knowledge they were used for the first time to find flat space metrics (denoted by A in A−B −C −D and F 4 examples) in rational case by V.I. Arnold [10] , we will call these metrics A the Arnold metrics.
• Although the question about existence of the algebraic forms for rational and trigonometric E 6,7,8 models was not constructively studied yet, there are almost no doubts that they should exist.
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PERTURBATION THEORY
Existence of algebraic forms leads to a possibility to construct a special, algebraic perturbation theory -a type of perturbation theory where finding corrections is an algebraic procedure and furthermore any correction has a form of finite-order polynomial in coordinates.
Consider the spectral problem,
where λ is a formal parameter, and let us develop perturbation theory:
Then the following theorem holds:
THEOREM Let T 0 be an exactly-solvable operator with flag {V k } k∈N . Let the perturbation T 1 is such that T 1 is an element of space V n from the flag and we look for φ ∈ V. Then the perturbation theory is algebraic: ∃p(k) such that k-th correction φ k ∈ V p(k) and hence it can be found by algebraic means.
The proof is quite straightforward and is based on analysis of the equation for kth correction
We can proceed to examples.
It is characterized by the Hamiltonian
In new variable
the gauge-rotated Hamiltonian
where µ ≡ ν + 1/2. It is easy to check that
= 2n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
where P is basic flag of polynomials in C (see (0.1)).
Ground state:
Now the ground state of T 0 is is given by φ
0 = 0 and the First correction:
with a solution
5)
Second correction: 
In general, an arbitrary correction to the ground state has a from
Coefficients in front of leading terms can be found explicitly for any excited state(!) -they are generalized Catalan numbers of a form
In standard Rayleigh-Schroedinger Perturbation Theory (RSPT) the first energy correction E
therefore we can find the expectation value 0|y 4 |0 algebraically (up to known normalization factor (see e.g. [5] ). A comparison of other corrections in present perturbation theory and RSPT allows to find algebraically transition amplitudes between different states (correlation functions).
First Excited State:
φ
= 2 First correction:
Defining equation
and the correction
It is worth to note that the developed perturbation theory in present example coincides to the so-called Dalgarno-Lewis form of perturbation theory [11] . In fact, it was namely this form of perturbation theory which was successfully applied by Bender and Wu [12] in their profound study of the problem (2.3) at g = 0.
Consider the following perturbed N-body Calogero model 
First correction:
Suth is the Hamiltonian of 3-body Sutherland model. Gauging away the ground state (1.4) and introducing new variables
Since E 1 = 0|η 2 (y)|0 0|0
we can find expectation value 0|η 2 (y)|0 algebraically using known normalization factor 0|0 [5] .
Second correction:
−φ 2 = 3 8α 4 (1 + 3ν)(1 + 6ν)
(1 + 12ν) η (1 + 3ν)(1 + 6ν) .
CONCLUSION
Algebraic forms of Calogero-Sutherland models give an opportunity study their perturbations by algebraic means through developing a perturbation theory for single state.
Taking different perturbations and making comparison of present perturbation theory with standard Rayleigh-Schroedinger perturbation theory allow to calculate correlation functions for Calogero-Sutherland models algebraically.
Algebraic forms of Calogero-Sutherland models allow to build their Fock space representation (see [13] ) and then develop algebraic perturbation theory in Fock space. It gives a chance to study isospectral discretizations of Calogero-Sutherland models (on different lattices) and their perturbations [14] .
